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Direct flights from cedar rapids to orlando

Cedar Rapids, IATo Orlando, FL The Eastern Iowa Airport - CID (Cedar Rapids Airport) and our partners take additional precautions for everyone's health. At the CID, we're looking out for health: Free masks hand sanitizer everywhere Social delimiter marks the terminal's daily disinfection is more of a nonstop flight? 15 nonstop flights to Cedar Rapids. Below
the destinations. So book that escape and travel well with us. We're ready when you are. How to find the cheapest flight from Cedar Rapids (CID) to Orlando (ORL) Price $218-$409 Temperature 75.2 - 93.2°F Rainfall 1.9 - 8.3 inches Popular in December High demand for flights, 25% potential price increase Cheapest in July Best time to find cheap flights,
29% potential price drop Back and forth from $218 from Cedar Rapids orlando one way to $165 One way flight Cedar Rapids Orlando Flight route prices based on looking for Cheapflights in the last 3 days , monthly prices based on aggregated historical data. Flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando were found to be more expensive on Saturdays. This does
not detag you in your search as you will also find great deals by being flexible with your options. Use our search form to find offers on tickets to Orlando. If you can save up to 13% on this flight, we recommend booking at least 21 days before your trip. The price can fluctuate and is likely to increase closer to the departure date. Cheapflights users found $197
1-2 week tickets from Cedar Rapids to Orlando, and flights for the next 72 hours from $229. Our data shows that August is usually the cheapest month to fly from Orlando to Cedar Rapids. Users have generally found prices around $202 for the month, but tickets can be as low as $76. Due to several factors, be prepared for potentially higher prices in
December. Unlike in the morning, when flights tend to be more expensive, you can save up to 43% on flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando by exploring options for tickets in the evening. The best prices found on CID ORL flights in January, February Cheap flights from Orlando to Cedar Rapids found this year To save time in Cedar Rapids orlando direct
flight offers Late deals on round-the-clock flights from Orlando to Cedar Rapids, departing today and this week One-way flights from Orlando to Cedar Rapids The cheapest one-way flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando are 8:40 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. Frontier 6:55 a.m. - 4:55 p.m. United Airlines 11:00 a.m. - 5:22 p.m. U.S. Airlines Related information about travel
useful information , statistics and facts about Cedar Rapids orlando flights. At this time, Cheapflights noticed a drop in prices on many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel is not necessarily recommended at this time, and flights may be prone to cancellation: please contact your local authorities for both Cedar Rapids and Orlando travel and be sure to
review the airline's cancellation policy and travel advice before booking. For more information, please check out the post to see what you need to know about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and travel. What security measures are taken by airlines from Cedar Rapids to Orlando to control the spread of COVID-19? Delta is one of several airlines that has implemented
additional security measures to control the spread of COVID-19. Some new policies have been implemented to accommodate travelers flying from Cedar Rapids to Orlando for better hygiene, HEPA filters, mask requirements, social distance sessions (for a limited time), and pre-flight testing for antibodies and symptoms. Policies may vary by airline. Do
airlines between Cedar Rapids and Orlando have flexible cancellations because of COVID-19? American Airlines, Delta and Allegiant Air are airlines with flexible cancellation conditions. You can use our site to filter out other airlines that also have such flexibility. Can I find flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando for under $200 at Cheapflights? Yes, several
flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando are under $200. The cheapest flight booked recently is Allegiant Air for just $125, but on average you can expect to pay $155. Are there nonstop flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando for under $200 at Cheapflights? Cheapflights has at least 20 direct flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando for under $200. A good price for a
nonstop flight from Cedar Rapids to Orlando is less than $217. Are there last-minute flights available from Cedar Rapids to Orlando for under $200? There are 20+ open flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando in the next 7 days for less than $200. Isn't it raining more in Cedar Rapids or Orlando? In Cedar Rapids, there will be less rainfall in Cedar Rapids
compared to Orlando over the next 10 days. Cedar Rapids weather warmer or cooler than Orlando? It is predicted that the temperature is about 93 ° F in July, on average. Temperatures in Orlando tend to be warmer than cedar rapids. Book flights on time in connection with the departure date. How long is the flight from Cedar Rapids to Orlando? Airlines like
Allegiant Air fly from Cedar Rapids to Orlando about 2h 29m. The time it takes to get you to your destination is generally consistent. Usually, flights along this route are nonstop. What are the cheapest airlines flying from Cedar Rapids to Orlando back and forth? The cheapest airline available in Cedar Rapids Orlando is Allegiant Air. The latest figures show
that you can find tickets as low as $125 on this airline. An additional option worth exploring is Frontier, starting at $126. You may be able to fly from Cedar Rapids to Orlando by 59% less than the average price you earn on these airlines. What are the cheapest airlines to fly Cedar Rapids is a one-way street in Orlando? The cheapest airline is one-way
allegiant Air, with whom users recently found tickets as low as $75. However, be it looking for offersfrontier and United Airlines, as these are all the options that you can buy at Cedar Rapids Orlando at low prices. Alternative routes from Cedar Rapids to Orlando destination information to Orlando Things to know before you go. Useful information for travel
from Cedar Rapids to Orlando Allegiant Air $115 to $244 No cancellation fee 88% Search Allegiant Air Flights Frontier $160 $252 No cancel fee 62% American Airlines $236 to $391 Not canceling charge 71% Search American Airlines flights Delta $255 $399 No cancel fee N/United Airlines $198 $40 2 No cancellation fee 69% Search United Airlines flights
afternoon noon to 6 pm 10 am 10 am 10 am 10 am CID ORL departures Early in the morning from midnight to 6:00 am 00 00 0% of CID orl flights Morning 00:00-000 000 000 000 000 000 IA - Orlando çFlights UHotels QFlight + Hotel VCar rental Return One way Multi-city We can not find the city or airport We can not find the city or the airport, origin and
destination cities cannot be the same adults (12+) {{passengers.adults.val}} + children (2-11) {{passengers.children.val}} + infants (&lt;2) {{passengers.infants.val}} + up to 2 children per adult. The maximum number of passengers is 9. Add room Not found in the city or airport We can not find the city or airport, the cities of origin and destination cannot be the
same adults (12+) {{passengers.adults}} + children (2-11) {{passengers.children.val}} + infants (&lt;2) {{passengers.infants.val}} + maximum 2 children per adult. The maximum number of passengers is 9. Add a room Why book eDreams Smart flights with a combination of Secure Flight Booking 24/7 customer service Either on an obligation or for common
sense, sometimes you need to get away. You might need flights from Cedar Rapids to Orlando to attend your cousin's wedding, pitch a business idea to your boss, or maybe simply indulge in a mini vacation. Regardless of what the reason for packing your bags and needing to find the cheapest flights to CID SFB, you've got it covered here Flights.com. We
present to you some of the hottest deals on airfare, so stop making Google flights search. We want you to spend less on your flight from Cedar Rapids to Orlando so you can spend more on your escape. For Flights.com, you'll find it easy to land airline tickets on routes with a proper travel schedule. What's more, we provide you with all the information you
need to confidently book your family, business or personal journey. Cons: 6 hours late. Unacceptable. Pros: People are calm and flying he was polite and professional. all the time there were Cons: Nothing great service Cons: The Pros: Not many Cons: The re-route MSP ... Seven-hour flight time for a two-and-a-half-hour flight... Cons: Boarding was rushed
and the crew barely announced the stages. It took me an incredibly long time to put the longest father in a doge I've ever experienced, and I couldn't point out why. Pros: Flight movie and quick boarding Cons: Couldn't get a receipt for baggage fee Pros: Excellent crew Cons: Entertainment system didn't work at all during flight Pros: Boarding was easy, crew
was super, and the trip was awesome. Pros: I like that Delta is efficient and the service is consistent. I choose Delta because I know what I'm going to get. I like that I can choose the fun I want and that everything is at hand, including flight info, food and drink options, etc. it's relatively convenient, but it's not close to the level of Virgin America or JetBlue. Cons:
I'm not sure if this is due to LAX construction, but it's chaotic at the airport. It's super confusing where you have to go, drop bags, etc. the strange part of check in was the terminal 3 and gate terminal 2. It's a long walk back and forth. There is probably a more effective way to do this. In addition to better know that places change and not Reggy before boarding.
Although I understand it can be crazy because people panic, but it's not great heading up not knowing if you're sitting in the window when you picked up the cause. Otherwise, everything went smoothly. Cons: My toddler daughter fell ill before leaving and the crew was awful. They didn't give me anything other than 2 blankets and some tremified hand towels
to clean up the vomit and it was very rude when I asked to swap seats, even though there were at least 8 other places open on the flight. Cons: The boarding process doesn't make sense. They changed my chair for no reason, and I had no say. They put me back on the plane. I'm not happy about it. Pros: The crew was very nice. The flight was smooth.
Boarding imas was good. Time. Cons: The machine was old. It's not that comfortable. There's no fun in flight. You can't connect to wi-fi. The snack options were not so good. Pros: The service was outstanding Cons: TV froze and never recorded. Cons: Staff don't pay attention to customer needs. I asked for a blanket, and the stewardess never came back to
me. Cons: I paid for an improved space and still very narrow Advantages: Entertainment system is great. Cons: Every interaction crew seemed dismissive and coerced. They acted like they didn't want to be there. Pros: In addition to the 30-minute delay, the flight itself was painless. It avoided plug that you need to drive through Traffic. Cons: Delay caused
me late at work. Pros: Service and Crew Pros: Great Crew Pros: Movies Cons: No Supplying Headphones Crew Is Not Useful, An Im rude Refreshments Ridiculous Pros: I Love Delta. The crew members were very safe, polite and efficient. Cons: N/a Pros: Delta always runs behind. Pros: Business as usual and we actually arrived earlier than planned. Cudos
to the pilot and crew. Pros: Travel and flight crew are excellent! Cons: I understand that they couldn't carry luggage under lightning, but the luggage and clothes were soaked! Pros: Good heads-up to turbulence. Pros: Timely large staff Cons: Small cold Pros: Enjoy able Cons: Noise Cons: My bag was damaged when I arrived in Orlando. Pros: Short
comfortable flight.. we're having fun. Cons: Everything was good with this flight.. Pros: Planned, staff catering Cons: +$25 extra for each bag, seats not close to fellow traveler Pros: Crew was nice Cons: Always a delay Delta Pros: The sidewalk edge check-in for landing the plane, overall excellent service ! I'm really glad they found out they offered a shuttle
from check-in to the gate. I am having knee surgery soon and walking to safety gate 34 LaGuardia would have me on top of the pain! He was a very nice gentleman who took me to the gate and even stopped to allow the bathroom. Thumbs up ***** Cons: The fact that I charged $150 to check my little cosmetic bag is not a loose change! I would have
continued, but my hand is in a brace, and I need extensive surgery. Then yoy get to the gate and repeatedly asked the volunteers to check the bags for free. I think it's a very unfair policy and try to explain it to the curb attendant. I literally can't carry more than five pounds in my left hand until I operate on the bone replacement. I'm also having knee surgery
soon and this little additional weight would cause me excruciating pain! They didn't care and still paid $150 for a bag no bigger than 12 inches and pushing less than 10 pounds. Is that how you treat first-class passengers? Another quick note: sausage and egg sandwich? breakfast was absolutely terrible! Thumbs down! Pros: The crew is always great. I liked
the environment was cooler. It doesn't have to be fridge cold, but things we keep on the cooler side are useful. Cons: The boarding process is always terrible. People cram the gate together before they call their class. It causes anxiety and nervousness. It's never a good way to start a journey. Although I always go relatively quickly I feel I need to be more
organized and people from having to follow the system. Crowding the box office is not good for anyone. I fly Delta Airlines 2x a year, and if I have to go on this flight experience I'd never fly them again. That's the flight attendant. Brunette, who wore all red ~ as if there was a personal conflict with us from the moment we walked on the plane. We sat in the back
and heard the things he said about my granddaughter and me. He was rude, snot, cheeky mouth. I am absolutely shocked at how they treated us. It's been a long journey for someone you feel is intimidating the whole flight until the moment we got off the plane. Karma will return to him one day... Cons: I fly Delta Airlines 2x a year and if I had to go on this
flight experience alone I would never fly them again. That's the flight attendant. Brunette, who wore all red ~ as if there was a personal conflict with us from the moment we walked on the plane. We sat in the back and heard the things he said about my granddaughter and me. He was rude, snot, cheeky mouth. I am absolutely shocked at how they treated us.
It's been a long journey for someone you feel is intimidating the whole flight until the moment we got off the plane. Karma will return to him one day... Cons: Delta cancelled the flight after midnight on Friday morning and never rebooked me. I still haven't heard from them. I'm not even sure why I'm getting notifications about baggage check-in. Pros: Nothing
Cons: No food from coast to coast flight, outrageous drink prices and staff that can't fit in the hallway. They searched the gate, and he regretted my return to America!!! Pros: Friendly staff Cons: Confusing and chaotic boarding procedure Pros: He appreciated the staff keeping things low key as it was on an overnight flight Cons: Several members of a family
on the flight scattered throughout the plane. He seemed to want to visit each other before the flight (which makes it difficult for me to get my seat) and during the flight (so it's hard to get some sleep). It would be nice if they sat together so they wouldn't disturb others. I know it's really not delta's fault, but some people don't have very conscientious cons: there's
no leg room for first-class and expensive seats No fun Cons: I felt separated from the gate agents for those legs of flight. The gate agent called me out twice, just once, to make sure I fit into the sample-sized container myself. Then he did it again when we got in. I know you knew he'd asked you before. Because then he tried to play it, laughed, and said, I've
already asked, isn't it? My carry fits with ease. There were people with bigger suitcases around me, but he kept on imposed me. Pros: I had a middle row seat for this 3 hour 50 minute red-eye flight. The machine was brand new. There was plenty of storage space in the bins above the seats. My seat was very comfortable. This leaned back from a The leg
space was more than I needed, and I'm 6' tall. The individual TV monitor was great. Delta's made a long flight pretty bearable. Pros: The crew made up for some lost time Cons: Delta downsizing the plane to overbooked 35, relocating our seat to what happened three months ago, so we could no longer sit side by side. My wife had to sit in one row in another
Delta who did all this without contacting us. It happened to many of the passengers. The seats are getting ridiculously tight, I thought spirit airlines! Delta's asking for the bags now. One of the reasons I stayed with Delta, although ticket prices were higher, bags were free, now there are higher ticket prices and bag fees! I think I'm going to have to find another
air carrier. Delta's not loyal to me, so I'm not going to be loyal to Delta. Fuel is cheaper, that's why they raise fees! Cons: Seat(19c) is in a position that because of the design that causes it to collide continuously throughout the flight ... I've lost track of how many times passengers and crew have pushed me. Maybe we should think again about using the seat.
They're out of food. He had to wait more than 30 minutes on the runway before he was able to land. Pros: Comfortable seats Cons: Idiots putting the seat back in front of me Pros: Going to NY's boarding zones changed the gate so you could see your time on boarding. Cons: Returning to Orlando's boarding zone didn't change to 1 and I was the last person
boarding. I'm not a frequent flyer, so it was embarrassing. Pros: I liked that the liquid and the ease of landing were. And I particularly liked the way we arrived in Orlando in less than three hours. Cons: I didn't like that there weren't many options to eat, but he loved flying. Pros: The friendliness and helpfulness of the flight attendants was outstanding Pros: very
nice airplane Pros: Flight was very good. We watch TV and watch movies to make the flight short. Cons: I didn't like it when I call and ask about the delayed when told to wait for the equipment and then when we get to the airport I was told that the flight was an international flight that was delayed. The lies!!!! Pros: Some crew members were really nice Cons:
The first aircraft was broken; There's another one that worked... electrical problems !!! He arrived more than three hours late and almost missed the cruise. There's no excuse! The AA was allowed to check their flight the night before, mine was the first flight. #AAwful flight. Cons: We arrived in Amsterdam at 9 am, after two hours of travel. We immediately
learned that there was a delay and there was a high chance that we would miss the connecting flight between Philadelphia and Orlando. We asked for another booking to secure a trip to Orlando, which was denied. Thus, the flight was missing and arrived hours after Orlando at midnight. He missed the trip, and car rental has been booked. All this caused a lot
of anxiety and unnecessary stress. It's very disappointing. And they add that the flight itself was terrible and there was no entertainment throughout the flight. Cons: No wifi or chargers or backrest entertainment Pros: Great service and comfortable flight. Cons: Very late Advantages: Full flight, which is expected to fly to Orlando. Poorly done seats, I think



each group broke away from at least one person from the party. More people didn't get seats on assignments until the time came on board, even if other people at the party had assignments space when they log on. There is no ecplanaation as to why. The flight was fun for an older movie. There is no option and no sound if you have forgotten your own
headphones. Cons: The lack of seating duties is. Pros: Great service Pros: Touchscreens were amazing in every session! The flight was going really fast! Wonderful selection of movies. Cons: No decent snacks offered Cons: Delayed flight, attendants were rude and useless. Pros: Poor in BIG Airline chips like Chips Cons: NOT good for the 2 MANY CHIPS
Cons: Same as the previous answer. Pros: Nice pilot, one of the flight attendants was nice. The seats were comfortable. Cons: This airline always delays! No onboard entertainment (music, TV, movies, etc.); so flying is terribly boring! Also, only peanuts and a small cup of soda are offered to us. Other airlines give cookies and biscotti! The seats don't sit back
and need more leg space. The majority of airline staff largely ignored us and showed mediocre customer service. Cons: The flight changed from Charlotte to Dallas-Orlando Advantage: When he finally got home. Cons: 3 1/2 hour delay on the asphalt mechanical problem. He ended up changing planes. Two hours to takeoff. They promised me food, but they
didn't. They almost forgot to reload everyone's luggage. Cons: the flight had no charging areas on the plane phones for regular sessions. the seats were also much tighter and our armrest didn't work. On the planes to the destination, the accommodation was very different. Cons: The last trips I've had wit AA have all been delayed. Cons: I had to deboard the
plane due to mechanical problems, hours of waiting, missed the time to pick up a rental car, had to find a new rental car upon arrival at the airport at 2am. The plane froze and the crew didn't have blankets. Pros: Friendly staff, nice staff on the ground Cons: Laggy wifi free entertainment Pros: Timely Cons: Nothing Pros: Contact with customers does not
matter, seat preference Cons: The boarding system is not good! Pros: Affordable first class seat - very unusual for AA Cons: No complaints Cons: an hour late Pros: There was a delay due to equipment failure. They brought us out so there wouldn't be any sit on a hot plane. That was very appreciated. The crew and gate at Cedar Rapids were very friendly
and organised in getting back on the plane as quickly as possible. Cons: We put up time in the air to Dallas. We arrived early and waited about 15 minutes. Because there's another machine in our house. Cons: Flights are a few hours late and then the time to turn for the better and asked the staff if they actually said they would like to wait, this flight service is
really too bad. Cons: Late flight and my suitcase is still in Orlando (I'm in Lima). Pros: Couldn't be more impressed, especially after hanging out with Southwest!!! Pros: You're more than 2 hours late. It's no good saying no. Only the crew and capitain had nice Cons: Delays. I hate delays. It's irresponsible, and he's playing with people's time. Pros: Nothing
Cons: Captain Co was late. He sat with seat belts forever without movement Cons: the flight had a two-hour delay, which put me in Orlando very late. Cons: The machine was old. Pros: All aspects of the flight were perfect. I couldn't ask for more than that. Cons: Everything was perfect. Pros: Smooth flight Cons: Sits on a plane waiting to take off for two
hours. Cons: Airlines don't give passengers the opportunity to get a seat on time and have to wait until the last minute to get them. Unless you pay extra money, you've got them. Pros: Everything went really smooth and no question Cons: No complaints at all Benefits: In-flight entertainment. The new 787 is great. Cons: Too many ads for in-flight
entertainment, too few episodes available. Pros: I like the flight was smooth Cons: Real y the wait, but it's ok Pros: By the time I boarded the plane three hours late nothing short of a flux capacitor that the plane flying back in time would have made this trip even more decent. Cons: It was just so late. PROS: NOTHING CONS: I couldn't make the flight and I
couldn't even get a credit/refund. Waste of money Cons: No advantages: nothing disadvantages: all advantages: nothing.. The whole experience was terrible for my 17-year-old Cons: Everything.. I never use American Airlines Prok: I couldn't check in on my app again, which was frustrating when I arrived at the airport. When he spoke to the agent at the table,
he gave me a free upgrade to first class. I've done such a great service, it's been so nice to see you. Pros: The interior of the aircraft was nice and renovated. New seats and entertainment system. Cons: Up fees for seating, luggage and $7.99 fee for current movies. Free entertainment was limited. Also limited food (at a cost), so eat prematurely if not in first
class. Cons: El vuelo se retrasa de nuevo y suben todos los to a plane that is poorly maintained. We waited another two hours while we were being switched planes. Brind Brind snack que no alacazaban para todas las personas que viajaban. Por las circunstancias y que no habia comido nada desde el dia anterior me toco tomar una coca cola dietetica. De
llegada a orlando las maletas se demoraron una hora mas en salir. Muy mal servicio Cons: This agency is the worst. I paid for the insurance, and I got scammed. He'll never use it again. Pros: Standard Flight Cons: Flight delayed by 2 1/2 hours. Pros: We loved everything. Check-in was easy and boarding was great. The staff were very pleasant and it seems
to have been rude. complete with aircraft and passengers ataka to control their luggage. Everyone at AA was client driven and professional. Pros: Uneventful nonstop between DCA and MCO. The flight attendants were professionals. Cons: Boarding dca was a messy cattle call. MCO's baggage requirements are slow. Pros: The crew was great. The flight
attendants were pleasant and helpful and the pilot made timely and helpful announcements. Coffee and free cookies were also very good (surprisingly, especially for coffee). Cons: As a common United flyer, I'm a little astounded to see that AA awards for film streaming on my personal device. Pros: Not bad for the price, comfort beats all the Cons: First Class
Pros: Nothing is good on this flight. 7 hours late and communication inappropriate Cons: Customer Service Pros: The staff were very kind and professional. The seats were as comfortable as possible Cons: I really didn't have any problems, very satisfied with the airline Pros: On time... good stew, a pleasant experience of all time. Cons: the seats are hard
and very narrow. Pros: The staff were friendly and helpful and got in on us in an orderly manner. Cons: Staff are part-time employees and don't arrive to check the counter just 1.5 hours before the flight. When you fly out of the airport, you don't have to arrive 2 hours early. Cons: Long delays Pros: Nothing you like! Cons: Allegiant has a vague boarding policy
that stops online and personal check-in at 45min before departure. We got to the Allegiant table before a 35 minute departure to get our boarding passes and we don't have luggage and were told we missed the flight because check-in is no longer allowed. This policy should be made clearly visible and clear to anyone who buys a ticket at Allegiance, as no
other airline does so to passengers. We lost 4 tickets and had to buy a ticket for a flight the next day. It's a terrible experience! Pros: A hop flight Cons: tight seat, no wi-fi or flight entertainment, low-class passenger, noisy older model aircraft, Pros: Going in &amp; out at small airports. Cons: We arrived late. Pricing Pros: Flight attendants were kind. Cons: No
one was working at the counter when we arrived at the airport and there was already a si big line. Line. waited about 10 minutes before anyone denounced to help customers. I don't know what happened to him. Very uncomfortable seats and crowded seats on the aircraft, which is typical these days everything else went well. The flight left and arrived on time.
Pros: Yes Pros: The staff were friendly and smiled a lot. Non-stop flying is easy and for me, comfortable at airports. I knew the food cost extra, so I brought my own. Cons: I knew the comfort would be cramped that was expected. My only complaint was that we didn't understand the boarding instructions at the gate when they called zones. The microphone
stinked! So because we couldn't understand, people got in line who shouldn't have done it yet, and others didn't get in line that they should have, which seemed to really annoy some loudmouthed jerk zone 5.... who then had to turn until boarding bc forgot the phone, lol. Karma. So, it was my only fun, and it was really good. Cons: Paying extra for everything
Benefits: Getting a great airport to Florida. Good Prices Benefits: Nothing. Cons: The flight was delayed by hours without explanation. He's from Florida, and it wasn't a bad time in between. We're coming for our age at 1:00 a.m. Pros: Non-stop flight at reasonable prices Cons: Food choice is very limited Pros: Timing was good Cons: Not a glass of water was
offered. Who wants alcohol in the morning? Pros: We were late for takeoff, but the pilot made up a lot of time for I. air Pros: Like the newer plane. The staff were nice. Cons: I bought 2 bulk head seats with more leg space and since I changed the plane, my seats are no longer the bulk head. We didn't have extra leg space and I would like to ask for a refund
for the price I paid for upgrading the places. It is impossible to get the service on the phone, as even the customer service number on the flight attentendant gave me, still made me an intolerable moon time. Please refund my money for the meetings you didn't give me. Pros: The staff were friendly, the seats were very cramped. I have to pay for the water.
Pros: Staff and staff are extremely polite and focus on good service. Cons: The seats on the allegiant MD-80 do not sit back and the space between one row and the next is extremely tight. It's a lot tighter than what I saw at an airline a while ago. Pros: Front seat leg space Cons: No WIFI. Pros: Smaller airports make travel easier and more lass. No frills... To
get more water on the plane, you pay for a bottle. The staff are all usually friendly and helpful. With Allegiant, I learned to easily pack and plan the trip carefully. It was worth it as I saw my friends and family more often. We even took an impromptu holiday this year when we found a lot of Pros: Cost Cons: Late Left Cons: The first flight was cancelled Pros:
Great price. Direct route. Friendly gate crew and flight crew. On on (actually early) departure and arrival. Cons: Flip side departures early have to be closed boarding more than 30 minutes before scheduled departure (almost missed flight). Pros: A view of a milkey film through a window. Cons: Airplane would have been nicer and easier if the 4 escorts had
been cleaned. Pros: Flight went smooth Cons: I checked into the flight baggage to check. The lady behind the counter said I couldn't check my luggage, that the only way to get to the plane was to go through the TSA checkpoint. They confiscated everything in my bag that was over 3oz, which was quite a lot of things, so I tried to check it out. I'm not flying
allegianti air anymore. Pros: pilot Cons: control, it seemed like no one knew what they were doing. Pros: No frills inexprnsive Cons: No service Advantages: Cleanliness, friendliness, time. Cons: Filling drinks and snack snacks.. Pros: More seats. Low prices The staff is very kind and helpful. Cons: No drinks! even the water is not an accessory!! NO SNACKS!
Not even pretzels! Wow! You have to pay for your job. You have to pay for a checked bag ($50!) You can only allow 40# to log in at no additional charge. Pros: It's worth it because of the price of flying and direct flights. Cons: The boarding process was completely chaotic; there were two lines, one for people with paper boarding passes and one for those with
electronic passes, but just let everyone line up at once, which is too crazy. It needs to be better organized. Pros: All good were Cons: You could have more choice of flight snack Cons: Poor service. It's a long wait. There is no direction at the airport from the airline and the counter service is slow Pros: Everything was great during the flight, but... Cons: We
were delayed over 7 hours, with only a $50 dollar future airline credit and an $8 meal voucher. That's not nearly enough for a headache like this. It was 2 am before we arrived at our hotel. Pros: Crew Cons: We sat for five hours waiting for a thunderstorm to end a hot plane with no drinks. Pros: the fare Cons: the service - departure gates completely
understaffed, no allegiant gate agent or staff in the sky, only subcontractors and 2 that had to run 4 gates. The flight itself was fine. Cons: Even snacks and water are only available for a fee. The seats do not have much padding and are not comfortable. Pros: The staff were amazing and child friendly. Cons: Arriving at the airport more than an hour earlier and
went to the table please have them print out the ticket that informed me that you can't check me on the desktop I had to do online I wasn't able to do that so I miss my plane Pros: The stewardess us on the previous flight and it was awesome to see my son! Cons: A bit bumpy and a little late. Pros: Setas Setas Good. Good price and good boarding system
Cons: The cabin of the aircraft was a bit dirty Pros: The staff were exceptionally friendly and helpful. Cons: Seats do not sit back. Pros: Price Cons: All Advantages: Crew polite, clean plane Cons: Late, late. Price is deceptive, surcharge for booking the place and carry-on luggage. Pros: Bring your own snacks &amp; fun you will enjoy your flight. Be sure to eat
before your flight. Download the Allegiant Air app to your mobile phone and you'll have a mobile boarding pass that you don't need to print using your phone. Pros: Nothing about it at all Cons: I did not like the turbalance on the plane I did not like the service checking queue More people help at the airport Pros: Nothing Cons: Flight was cancelled, but
constantly tells us that an hour and that hour never came. We're stuck at the airport. You have to get upgraded to 1st Class Pros: The crew is very kind. The plane is loaded very quickly, all the flights it was on allegiant left on time! Overall - very good experience! Cons: Seats too small! Pros: Friendly staff Cons: Delay, delay, delay, missed connection Pros:
Great flight experience thank United. Pros: I fly four times a year, if not more. I'm always late, missing my connections, or running like a madman trying to get in touch. But. It was the first time in a long time I'd taken off on time. Cons: Crew members had attitudes for some reason. The two/plus hours on the plane, not one cracked a smile.. For one, he literally
threw a small bag of snacks on the tray which bounced off and he continued to step on them.... Well, yes. I buy a not-so-nice hostess over delays and missing connections. Maybe I can find an airline that can give you both? Pros: N/A Cons: The first two flights were delayed (Flight 1 from Changsha to Beijing and Beijing was delayed by 4 hours and Flight 2
from Beijing to Houston was delayed by 45 mins), so I missed my last flight from Houston to Orlando to go home! And! They lost both my bags! Now I'm forced to stay at Houston Airport for the night to catch the next flight so I can go home tomorrow morning. Air China did not help anything! They won't even help me rebook my flight when they know I'm going
to miss my last flight. Pros: Free movies. Comfortable seats Pros: I've always been treated well, they love direct TV and the seats are super comfortable! Pros: I've safely reached my destination. Cons: They gave us free tv to watch, but the headphones do not work on the jack. Even the couple they gave me didn't work. My flight was almost an hour late.
Pros: Crew focused on safety first Cons: Delay takeoff newark, no service and no emtertainment on the plane newark Advantages: Departed time Cons: received Pros: Great price, fast flight Cons: I do not remember how the queues are so long reserved - terrible technical delay (1.5 hours) Pros: Nothing good happened bc the flight did not happen. Cons:
Nothing happened Pros: The aircraft crew Cons: Plane Delayed 3 hours Pros: Everyone was amazing on the flight Cons: I felt a little squished and a little uncomfortable. Pros: We've landed. Cons: I was asked to go through security 2. I got it back. And it's medical. Pros: -Free Snacks and drinks-You can pick up places when booking -Changing table in the
restrooms -Entertainment options -Early boarding for families with young children Cons: -Free Soda, but charged water-I've confirmed seats, but then the party of 2 toddlers is divided into -Semi comfortable( fairly small barely fits a 1-year-old) changing table, but then flight attendants threw a fit when a smelly diaper changed there. -I should have special
programs to trim to even play anything, I thought it would be all about returning flight movie to watch, but we don't still need something extra Wifi only works with the United App and website-Waiting for the shorter queue on the preboard for our 2 young children only to be cut off by the Global Travel Program (?) family of 15+ people Pros : Loved the movies
Cons: The flight was delayed by two hours Because of the arrival of the plane Pros: Seat myself Cons: Lil bumpy, but there were a lot of clouds Pros: I liked 2 of the 10 people I asked for help getting from my 78-year-old mom at our gate, and so the flight Cons: I felt it was ridiculous that I had to get checked luggage, go out of the safe zone and come back. I
had no interest in helping us to make contact; there was one person actually saying: I'm sorry, it's United, you don't care. No one was helpful, no one cared, and the experience was terrible Pros: Very cramped seats. Cons: The crew was not particularly friendly. One man was rude when I asked water to fill the small bottle. It's rare because most of the crew
members I experienced were very pleasant. The snacks were quite small. Ned's serving a little biscotti. Pros: Snack options. Cons: No entertainment as there is no TV and no wifi. Even the Delta App didn't work. Cons: Very small aircraft. I have to valet my carry, which meant removing my medication (I'm a cancer patient) and my camera and taking them on
board with me. Pros: I like that the pilot got there on time after a 30-minute delay. Because of a missing food truck. On a short plane like this, I understand if you can leave without him. maybe free wifi like comsolation. but I just want to arrive on time. Cons: the whole delay is a catering truck. Who cares if I cant get a Coke or a cookie? just skip it. I understand
that you, as a company, want the opportunity to upsell. but if the cutting is my im not going to condescend to that in the future. luckily the pilot made up the time Air. But if I missed my shuttle because of your mistake, I'd be more nervous. Pros: No complaints Pros: The staff. Cons: Delays. Cons: After United made me miss the connecting flight, I got another
flight to another airport, but no apology, no offer to upgrade, nothing. I've been frustrated and my knees are hitting the seat in front of me because the seats are too close together, the flight attendant scolded me when I got up my feet in the hallway (which I often do on other airlines without incident). Once on the ground, I went straight to the United baggage
office to see if my bag had followed me and met two of the rudest people, cutting me off when I said more than I had to enter the computer. If your job is in customer service, be friendly, apologize if things go wrong, understand that customers are your cause in business and be helpful. Pros: It's a short trip Cons: I was forced to change seats Cons: The plane
never cooled below 80 degrees Cons: It was frustrating dissapointing pointless to have cancelled the ridiculous flight. After waiting and waiting just went and deleted it Advantages: flight was excellent Cons: Monitor held running commercials and the show did not hear very annoying Cons: The delay is an hour and 30 minutes. It sucks Pros: No. We're very
uncomfortable - no leg space and a little inclination. Makes one consider anything other than the aircraft transit Benefits: See the notes above !!! Cons: Flight late unacceptable Pros: Nothing Cons: I will never fly United again! Employees rough and condescending Pros: Nothing Cons: All merged Airlines suck Cons: This flight was 45-1 hour late and I barely
made the connection. The crew didn't help us land or give us the gates to speed up the process. Terrible Flight Pros: The fun was great. I'm just a line of ominos. Cons: It's hard to complain about anything on this flight. Good job United! Cons: The seat cushioning on the headrest ... It is very uncomfortable for those who have neck problems. Cons: I paid
extra to sit in a certain area and had no respect. Pros: Everything was in time and went very smoothly. Pros: See the comments above Pros: Again everyone has made it a great experience to answer questions and show us everything we needed to know to keep us calm and have a great experience Cons: My reserved window seat changed from the airline
at the last minute to a middle seat. Pros: Great landing .... Seats should be more comfortable Pros: Drink service and friendly staff Cons: The seats were unbearable and the plane was miserably warm Pros: Pricing &amp; quickness Advantages: Not flown to La Orlando. Pros: Excellent service, staff Was. Pros: Continuous messaging in real time. Cons:
Nothing Pros: Crew was awesome! A A crew I've flown with anywhere, anytime. Not mucking around, in, belting up, we're here. I love that. Cons: I'm 6'2, every vehicle is different than my R1 just isn't super comfortable. Even my truck and I love the truck. But anything over 2 hours starts wearing my long legs. Thats my problem. There is no airline that can do
this. I prob to choose 1st class next time n see. Pros: NA Cons: NA Pros: I love that southwest flew out of the same terminal in B.C. after the nightmares I went through and happily paid full price for Southwest. Cons: 2 agents 300 bags at the same time window not only unforeseen, but poor customer service. Several people, including 6 people in wheelchairs,
have carried out this event deeply, not to mention. 100 gateways, no response. There were no staff at the 3 gates! Before the planes took off. Pros: The price is good Cons: I do not like chairs Cons: The flight has been cancelled!! Pros: Quick boarding and timely departure Cons: No free snacks or drinks. Pros: The staff were so kind and made the trip fun,
very fast flight but so enjoyable. Honestly, I'm not going to fly with another airline if the border is available. And the best part is that it was cheap... other flights were pushing $500 and this ticket was a great experience overall for $200! Cons: The only thing was I couldn't buy a drink with cash, which is all I have, but I think it's for every airline, so nothing border-
specific :) Pros: Nothing. Even the rebate compensated for the lost time and additional costs incurred by Frontier Cons: 6-hour delay. We didn't get on the plane and still lost our bag Pros: Once on board everything was fine Cons: Flight delayed. By 1.5hours Pros: It was a direct flight and left on time Cons: Paid extra money for my carry-on luggage and check
bag. Bad cabin crew placed my carry-on on the back plane, although I paid for row 2 seats. They wouldn't let me use the upper cabin of the front or 2 row and said they were front row passengers as they don't have under-seat storage. There is no reason to pay for a space upgrade now I know. Never again on this airline. Cons: Comfort almost intolerable
Cons: Paying $3.00 for a $0.50 soda, paying to carry bag. very uncomfortable seats, no fun at all for such a long flight. should I go on? Cons: We arrived at the airport with the standard two-hour time frame. The line just to check the bags was so long that it literally swerved to the airport. I don't know how people made the flight. We were lucky enough to get a
tip that the sidewalk checkin was shorter and faster. We've got 20 minutes left on our plane. staff was not very kind and there was no boarding for the families. Frontier also has nickel and dimes to put to death now. You have to pay for the location, which is a regrettable necessity as a family of five. Also Also to pay for the carriage of baggage. I'm trying to
save money in the flight room, but the backlog you create for checked baggage is too ridiculous. Cons: Kid Vomit Pros: Direct Flight Cons: Sitting terrible as sitting on a brick NO RECLINE with farm seats and small. Avoid Airbus A321 airplanes whenever possible Pros: Really useful flight attendants Cons: Very small (smaller than my kindle) tray tables. It's a
very loud plane too Pros: Before the schedule Cons: No drink service, no fun, very expensive. Never again Pros: The crew was friendly. Cons: Not the flight snacks, fun, and the seats were not very comfortable. Pros: Nothing Cons: Staff was unpleasant. Uncomfortable seats. Pros: The flight crew was very friendly. I feel that they place great emphasis on
ensuring that they are friendly, sensitive and have a good sense of humour to make up for their airlines for terrible timing and equipment. Cons: It was my return flight to Frontier, and while not as bad as the first one it was still pretty awful. When we arrived at COS airport, we were greeted by... There's no one at check-in. They said they were at lunch and we
couldn't drop our bags until they were finished. At least 15 people were waiting for Frontier to show up and check in. After that, the suck flight was delayed again. The machine was filthy. After looking over the whole for the flight it really doesn't save you any money after all the extra fees and poor service. I pay more to fly an airline that shows up. Pros:
Nothing. My flight was cancelled five days before departure without explanation. Cons: Nothing. My flight was cancelled five days before departure without explanation. Pros: Smooth flight very pleasant staff. Cons: My seat is not tilted and the person in front of me does not get backward, which in my space is even smaller .... Cons: The boarding process is
hectic and not organized. Seats are extremely uncomfortable. The flight was freezing the whole time. An additional price will be charged for each additional bag that is taken aboard. Pros: We started early and arrived about 20 minutes early Cons: Very uncomfortable seats Pros: Price Cons: Payment for luggage transport. Pros: early arrival. Sleek Flight
Cons: You charge for everything! Pros: Home Safe Cons: Frontier airlines from start to finish had a terrible experience. It's my first time flying. I won't go into the details of my experience while on the plane with the person next to me complaining about border. I got the shuttle to go home and another couple of wS angry over Frkntier and the person facing us
chimed ion never fly again inside Frontier. It's just bad for the use of their website to checkin and flying. Pros: Frontier encourages you to check your bag by offering a lower fee check than the carrying bag onto the aircraft It happened on and off the machine much faster the seats were quite comfortable and had their own food and drink, so you don't have to
buy any. Cons: My reasonably priced ticket went up to $104 by the time I paid to check my bag and choose a seat. I prefer the gate check my bag and get it when I exit the plane because it took more than an hour to come to the baggage claim. Pros: Nothing Cons: Frontier is a bait and switch operation. They offer discounted fares and if you get to ticketing
you'll find that the fee is $40 for checked bags and $45 for carrying bags!!! I only understand the fee for checked baggage if it was made public before purchase, but it charges more for the carriage of luggage. Also, the staff at the ticket desk are rude and obviously selected and trained to make sure they get every penny of the relentless money. I flew on the
first and only flight to Frontier and will never fly again. Pros: The crew were very polite and attentive. Cons: Significant delay due to computer problem. Very uncomfortable seats. Cons: The fact that it was sappoesed should be deleted and resitemed and it wasn't. botched !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Pros: The boarding and deplaning process was very fast. Probably this is
due to the fact that it is less expensive to check the bag than to carry one, so there were so fewer bags above than a typical flight from another airline. Cons: Be prepared to pay if you want to eat or drink. All items are for purchase only. I don't think my seat was sitting back at all (and I wasn't near the exit), so I didn't sleep on my almost three-hour flight. Pros:
The tate Cons: Paying for the bags Cons: Flight was delayed by more than 2 hours. He was forced to pay for an upgraded place, even though I had already logged in. I'm not flying with the border airlines anymore. Customer service was neither friendly nor helpful in answering questions about flight delays. Pros: The 40 minutes of flight delayed by the crew
made up in the air Cons: Took 45 minutes of luggage to appear Pros: The crew argued with passengers over seating schedules, and when it came time to throw out trash in the end, they completely ignored half the queues. Even after the lady next to me yelled to get their attention. Cons: See above. Pros: The staff was great Cons: The seats were terrible,
there's no room for my husband 6'6 and the seats don't fall down at all.. We took a red eye and had to try and sleep sitting up straight up.. No fun, no music, no Pros: We made it to our destination in 30 years. Cons: No leg space and seats can not be tilted. There is no free snack or drink. Not even water. Pros: Good price; easy to book; easy boarding; very
accurate time). Cons: Plane is very uncomfortable and cramped; Paying extra for everything (I thought they'd charge more money to carry my wallet and pockets I traveled as a couple; We had to pay extra to sit together. You're kidding??? Pros: the flight was on time in both directions. Cons: excessive bag charges. non-tilting chairs. soft drinks and snacks.
LONG speaker announcement trying to sell us a credit card deal. No TV or media available. Pros: Arrived early - entertainment crew. Cons: Seats can not tilt - slow de-boarding process. Cons: A lot of screaming kids, but I had to fly to Orlando. Pros: Hummm, landed safely! I like to carry on people to pay extra. Cons: No reclining seats even after paying an
extra $50 for good seats (and to ensure you sit with your spouse). You can't even have a glass of water at no extra cost. Cons: You charge extra for everything. Pros: Flight 1224 Las Vegas - Orlando Cons: It's a 4.5 hour flight and I'm 1 degree breaking a sweat throughout the flight. I spoke to the stewardess twice. When you first said you'd set up the
thermostat. when I opened the door to the thermostat I noticed that it was set to 74 *. There was no change in the plane temp. I let it go for about 30 minutes and pressed the service button. came back and quickly illuminated its light. I asked him to buy a cold water to cool down and then asked him to feel the air coming from the vent. I had a few words with
my wife and she said she didn't design the plane and then turned around and left. It's a very uncomfortable flight. The seats were also too close. Pros: I was impressed by the patient attitude of the crew and the quick thinking to find a solution when we were stuck on the ground for two hours during the blizzard because of power outages that left us unable to
finish refuelling the aircraft. The quick turnaround of finding another solution to fuel (flying to an operating airport with the fuel we had), and getting the property flight plan to Kansas written and approved was very effective, and saved my trip Advantages: Nothing Cons: The worse service ever; Wouldn't buy a ticket from them again... You get what you paid for
– Luggage and seating extra fees Cons: Another border flight delay due to illogical, unidentified paper work. Pros: Long flight delays due to weather, severe thunderstorms and tornado warnings. Treated delay well and boarded if necessary. Pros: Boarding was quick. The only bit negative I noticed was that the window inside was very dirty and so was the
seat in front of me.
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